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Lisa Hennefarth – 9th Grade lesson – Using Functions  
Video Transcript from Lesson Part 2C 

 
LISA HENNEFARTH : All right, guys. Finishing touches. Last 30 seconds. I'm gonna invite- I'm 
gonna invite the following STUDENTs to come up and share their work, and you guys are gonna 
be really good listeners, right? And what I'm gonna do is, we're not here to critique. I may ask 
some questions, all right, about what you did, but no critiquing. All right. So Connor and Brian 
come on up. All right, you're ready? All right. Go. 
 
STUDENT 1: Um, it says, all the three girls get ready to start, as they're presented on the graph  
And uh, Rebecca takes the lead. And then, uh, Janelle seems uh, to start slowing down. And 
then Reb- and then Rebecca and, uh, [inaudible 00:01:12] Re- and then Rebecca starts slowing 
down, and then Bar- uh, Barbara and- and Janelle catch up to her. And then Janelle is [inaudible 
00:01:21] uh, uh, catch up with Barbara. And then Rebecca and Barbara are tied for a second at 
the moment. And then Rebecca and Barbara get ahead of Janelle. And then [inaudible 00:01:42] 
for first. Janelle starts speeding up, while Rebecca and Barbara start to slow down. And Janelle 
takes the lead in the race, first place. Rebecca comes in second, while Rebbe- where- while 
Barbara comes in, uh, third place. 
 
LISA HENNEFARTH : Thank you. So, I want you to think about their draft, their final draft, and 
whether we were able to visualize the- the race. Okay. Whether we were able to visualize the 
race having the graph behind us. Okay. I'm gonna now invite Haley and Curtis to come on up 
and read theirs. 
 
STUDENT 2: Hello, everybody. Uh, today we have three female swimmers: Rebecca, Barbara, 
and Janelle. We're having a 200 yards freestyle race. The buzzer goes off and Rebecca is in the 
lead. Then Barbara, uh, last with Janelle. Then at five- 50 seconds, Rebecca and Janelle are at 
the same speed, with Barbara still at last. Okay. Uh, now we're at 68 seconds, Barbara comes at 
a rapid speed. With Barbara in the lead and Rebecca is- is in the second and Janelle at- is at 
last. Then the last few yards, Rebecca and Janelle are in the same speed and Barbara at last. 
Because Rebecca is falling behind finally- at towards the yards, uh, towards the yard, in the first 
place, Janelle with 94 seconds, and second is Rebecca with 100 seconds. At third place is 
Barbara with 140 seconds, uh. 
 
LISA HENNEFARTH : Listening to the commentary of the race, you're being able to extrapolate 
the information from the graph using language that helps you visualize what's going on. I'm now 
gonna ask um, Briana's group to come up. 
 
STUDENT 3: Uh, we have three swimmers and their names are Rebecca, Barbara, and Janelle. 
Uh, the race- the- the race begins, shortly after, uh, after Rebecca takes the lead immediately. 
Uh,12 seconds and we have Rebecca in the lead as, uh, at 25 yards. We have Janelle pacing, 
uh, herself in the last place. We then have Barbara pacing, uh, yes, slowly down. And Ge- and 
Janelle is quick to come in first as Barbara and Rebecca fall back. Janelle backs- uh, Janelle fall 
back shortly after as Rebecca and Barbara get back in line with Barb- ah, with, ah, Barbara in the 
lead. They slow- they slowdown generally quickly, race- Janelle quickly races up to finish in first 
place at 79 seconds. In second place comes Rebecca at 100 seconds, and the last place is 
Barbara at 108 seconds. 
 
STUDENT 4: It's 200 yards between three swimmers: Rebecca, and Barbara, and Janelle., and 
they're on, Rebecca takes a huge lead right out of the gates. Following her is Barbara and last is 
Janelle. Around 48 seconds is when things start to change. They're about 50 yards in when out 
of nowhere Janelle speeds up and takes the lead, leaving Rebecca and Barbara neck-and-neck 
behind her. Janelle remains the lead for 22 seconds until Barbara and Rebecca overtake her. 
Janelle falls far behind while Rebecca and Barbara lands pace. Barbara creates more breathing 
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room while Janelle matches Rebecca. Janelle accelerates far enough to cross up Barbara right 
before the 200 yard mark. While Barbara is surprised, Rebecca overtakes her and leaving 
Barbara in last place. The results are Janelle first, Rebecca in second, and Barbara in third. Nice 
race, swimmers. 
 


